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The circus claimed that the performance, put on by the local branch of the Orthodox Church, hadn't
violated the law banning the use of Nazi symbols. Screenshot Twitter

Russian prosecutors have opened a probe into a state-run circus that featured a monkey in a
Nazi uniform and two goats displaying swastikas during a Christmas performance.

The prosecutor's office for the Udmurtia region said in a statement it was checking after
images emerged on social media of "animals dressed in blankets with Nazi symbols" during
the Jan. 8 performance by the local State Circus. 
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В Минкультуры Удмуртии объяснили использование свастики в цирковом
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— РИА Новости (@rianru) January 13, 2021

The show, put on by the local branch of the Orthodox Church a day after celebrating
Christmas, showed the monkey being led around the circus ring by a woman in a Soviet
military uniform and the two goats with red blankets on their backs displaying swastikas,
according to a video published by the circus.

In the video, local priest Roman Voskresenskikh describes the performance as a "historical
excursion into Christmas of different years."

The Orthodox diocese in Izhevsk, Udmurtia's main city, said in a statement that the Nazi
symbols were used in an episode about the defeat of the German army near Moscow in 1942
during World War II.

"A special feature of circus art is entertainment, and there is nothing surprising in the fact
that the images used in it have an ironic and sometimes even grotesque character," the
diocese said.

Related article: Moscow ‘Stalin Shawarma’ Stand Ordered Closed After Outcry

Both the diocese and the circus, in its own statement, claimed that the performance had not
violated Russian law.

They pointed to an amendment passed last year lifting a blanket ban on the use of Nazi
symbols as long as they are not intended to promote fascist ideology.

The ban, introduced in 2014, had been opposed by some lawmakers who argued that it
theoretically covered documentaries about the Third Reich as well as World War II-related
feature films, book illustrations and school textbooks.

The legislation had also affected Russians who re-enact World War II battles.
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